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IntroducDon and Background 

At the request made by Four Hills Village (FHV) residents, the city has had three traffic calming studies 
made of the FHV neighborhood over the last year and a half.  In all these recent traffic studies of FHV 
there has been no menDon about how bad the condiDons of the roads in Four Hills Village are.  To enact 
any of the suggested changes would be puHng the cart before the horse and would be a major waste of 
money, effort, and neighborhood goodwill.  It would not make any sense to try and redesign and repaint 
roads or install round-abouts unDl the very serious issues of on-going water and sewer line failures and 
road asphalt disintegraDon are addressed with some sort of more permanent soluDon besides the 
current Band-Aid approach.  Certainly, the City’s proposal to repair the roads once again by filling in 
weak spots and cracks with tar is useless.  The major failure of the last applicaDon of similar repair work 
here proves that point. 

As a reDred professional geologist with over 44 years of both internaDonal and domesDc industry 
experience, I volunteered my services to the Four Hills Village AssociaDon to survey all the public roads 
in FHV and report back on their condiDon.  From early August to the end of October, 2022, I walked both 
sides of every public road in FHV and noted the widths and depths of open pavement cracks, the widths, 
and depths of failing tar seals in cracks, the approximate size and locaDon of pavement repairs, and the 
locaDons of potholes and significant collapse features and buckles where the pavement is acDvely failing.  
I also mapped the locaDons of major original drainage arroyos, and the locaDon of bridges and road 
culverts crossing them.  AddiDonally, I inspected the condiDon of the five emergency entrances/exits 
located along the northern and western edges of FHV.   

Mapping and Findings 

Currently, within the FHV boundaries there are approximately 5.4 linear miles of road that are in serious 
need of repaving, approximately 4.7 linear miles of road that are in marginal condiDon and need 
significant repair work, and another approximately 6.8 linear miles of roads that are serviceable but 
need maintenance.  These mileage measurements do not include the perimeter mileage of the many 
cul-de-sacs which would add another esDmated 5 or more linear miles to the total.   In a separate but 
related issue, only two of the five locked emergency exits/entrances are currently usable.  No gates had 
signs lisDng contact numbers for unlocking the gates. 

FHV has only one entrance, Four Hills Road, which decreases in width from 4 lanes to 2 lanes as it enters 
Four Hills Village from the north.  All the roads within Four Hills Village are two lanes wide, though the 
primary access roads also have “parking lanes” along their sides.  Most of the roads in FHV were 
constructed 40-60+ years ago, prior to the community being incorporated within the City of 
Albuquerque.  From 1958, the Four Hills Development CorporaDon developed FHV sequenDally in at 
least 11 installments; packages of these installments were incorporated into the city, mostly between 
1958 and 1981.  Three other subsecDons are included within the Four Hills Village; the private Villa 
Serena Townhomes and Village Gardens subsecDon (10th installment), “The Reserve” subsecDon, built by 
Pulte in the mid 2000’s on former Albuquerque Public School land located within the original boundary 
of FHV, and the Villa Posada subsecDon, which was also built in the mid 2000’s by the Bellamah 
CorporaDon, originally to be part of Juan Tabo Hills subdivision.  It was appended to Four Hills Village by 
the city due to its lack of access to Juan Tabo Boulevard.   
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Of some potenDal relevance, as concerns road maintenance, is that there are two areas of FHV - Villa 
Serena and Village Gardens, both of which are in the south-central porDon of FHV – that have their own 
Homeowner AssociaDons (HOAs). 

Road construcDon techniques vary among the different installments and subsecDons.  Most of the roads 
in FHV were paved with a black asphalt of varying thicknesses and differing curbside construcDon.  The 
most recent road construcDon employed different asphalt material that is light gray in color and is both 
thicker and contains larger rock fragments than the older black asphalt.  The newer asphalt has behaved 
more rigidly than the older black asphalt that flexes, cracks, and tears easily.  Along the newer gray 
asphalt roads, pavement separaDon is primarily occurring between the original paving secDons.  Areas 
paved with this newer asphalt include the Navarra Way/Kiva Drive loop, Lorman Place, the Via Posada 
subsecDon, and the “The Reserve” subsecDon.  

The oldest roads are along the steeper slopes of the northern and eastern secDons of FHV and along the 
boundary of the Canyon Club.  These are in the worst shape.  Even the newer roads along the southern 
and western edges of the neighborhood are also in poor condiDon.  Only the primary access roads of 
Four Hills Road, Stagecoach Road, Wagon Train Drive, and La Cabra Drive appear to have had regular 
maintenance since FHV was fully incorporated into Albuquerque.  In contrast, many of the cul-de-sacs 
appear to have only their original pavement that has been cut up by sewer/waterline repair patches and 
has had cracks sealed with tar.  In general, the tar seals applied on the north and east sides of FHV have 
failed and now exhibit open cracks on both sides of the tar seal.  In many cases, these younger cracks are 
as wide or wider than the original amempted seal.  Though the tar seals on the southern and western 
side of FHV appear to be much newer, even in these areas, the sealed cracks in the asphalt have 
conDnued to separate, resulDng in tar sags within the separaDon cracks that are now commonly two to 
over four inches wide.  

Throughout FHV most of the cast iron sewer access plates are currently either significantly above street 
grade or are significantly below grade and within collapse features.  
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Road CondiDon Assessment Categories and Map Color Coding 

Upon compleDon of mapping, I divided the pavement quality into five categories and produced the 
accompanying “Traffic Light Map” (see below) to show their locaDons.  Each quality ranking was assigned 
a map color like a traffic signal: red being full stop or the very worst, then grading upward through 
orange, yellow, dark green and finally to lime green, which represents the best quality pavement present 
in the area.   Private roads are shown in lavender and roads in the “The Reserve” subsecDon, which has 
the most densely spaced home construcDon within FHV, are shown in beige with color coding placed 
along the outside of the road.  I have calculated the approximate linear miles of road for each category 
but this does not reflect the volume of asphalt by road width or within the variously shaped cul-de-sacs. 

 Traffic Light Map: Pavement CondiDons in Four Hills Village  
(see Pva.org website for full resoluDon image of this map) 

  

• Red: Approximately 2 linear miles of road that have open cracks in the asphalt with widths of 4 
inches or more, numerous collapse zones, potholes, and buckles, and pavement repairs that are 
in serious need of repaving.  The linear mile measurement does not include various potholes 
found and highlighted in the other categories of pavement quality.  These are the worst roads 
within Four Hills Village. 

• Orange: Approximately 3.4 linear miles of road are in similar shape but have open cracks of 3 to 
up to 4 inches in width and/or have mulDple large collapse zones that break up large secDons of 
pavement.  Theseroads have also been subject to many pavement repairs and currently need 
repaving. 

• Yellow: Approximately 4.7 linear miles of road that have open cracks of 2 and up to 3 inches in 
width, numerous collapse zones and pavement repairs.   These roads are in marginal condiDon 
but are quickly approaching the highly damaged ranking; they are thus in serious need of 
maintenance repairs. 
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• Dark Green: Approximately 4.3 linear miles of road that have open cracks of 1 and up to 2 inches 
in width and/or tar seal sags of up to 3 or more inches in width.  These roads also have 
numerous collapse features and pavement repairs but are in bemer condiDon than those roads 
classified as “Yellow.”  SDll, these roads need maintenance repairs. 

• Lime Green: Approximately 2.5 linear miles of road that have open cracks or tar seal sags of less 
than 1 inch in width, some collapse zones and pavement repairs.  These are the best quality 
pavements within the Four Hills Village perimeter but they also need some repairs. 

 

Key to Symbology and Color Coding on FHVA “Traffic Light Map” 
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"Traffic Light Map" of Pavement Conditions in Four Hills Village
Lisa "Rusty" Goetz

November 20,2022

Symbologv:
S # Black Squares and Rectangles: Approximate location of existing road repairs

C: Collapsed zone in road (numerous tightly spaced, small, curvilinear fractures, sometimes with
road subsidence and potholes)

T -I Fractions and Numbers Posted Next to Road: Width of open cracks measured in inches and,
where noted, width of sags in tar seal repairs

#

6nnmq Written Notes: Grass = abundant grass growth in cracks, Deep Cracks = open cracks >2 inches in
Fddd--de depth, or other information on road quality

$n{ Orange Chevrons: Locked or barricaded emergency exits out of Four Hills Village

) ( Black Chevrons: Locations of bridges or culvert crossings

Qualitv of Road Pavement Ranked from Worst to Best:
Red: lncludes open cracks of 4 inches or more in width, numerous significant collapse zones,
potholes, buckles in pavement. These are the worst roads and are in serious need of repaving.

Orange: lncludes open cracks of 3, up to 4 inches in width and/or multiple large collapse zones
and paving repairs. ln serious need of repaving.

Yellow: lncludes open cracks of up to 2, up to 3 inches in width, some potholes and collapse
zones. Approaching highly damaged in areas and needs repairing.

Dark Green: lncludes open cracks of 1 inch, up to 2 inches in width and or tar seal sags of 3+
inches in width. Needs repairing.

Lime Green: lncludes open cracks of less than 1 inch in width, some collapse zones, and a few
pavement repairs. These are the best roads but need maintenance.

Beige: Roads within "The Reserve" neighborhood (built in 2000's on former APS land)

Blue: Major water course drainage and wildlife routes

Light Brown: Excluded acreage (not incorporated within city limits)

Other Color-Coded lnformation
,t't'* Lavender: Private Road

/*
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Effects of Severe Weather, Major Water Drainage Pa[erns, LocaDon of Bridges and Culverts, 
and Wildlife Routes across Four Hills Village 

FHV receives more, and more violent, precipitaDon than much of Albuquerque does.  In winter, snow 
and ice storms are far more common here than in lower alDtude parts of the city.  These require the city 
to send up snowplows and salt/cinder trucks to clear the roads (and the residents are very grateful).  
Unfortunately, over Dme, roads have become scarred from the blades of the plows and salDng has 
contributed to the breakdown of the old asphalt.  In addiDon, Tijeras Canyon frequently channels wind 
and causes bursts of 40-80 mph storm winds (“the Canyon Winds”) that can drive rain and snow deeper 
into the open cracks, washing out the soil below the roads, or widening the cracks by frost wedging.  
Dips in and out of the old arroyos are focal points for this damage. 

Virtually all the ephemeral streams and arroyo gullies in the areas run from east to west or southeast to 
northwest to drain into Tijeras Canyon Creek.  Using old topographic maps and much newer satellite 
images, as well as field observaDons, I traced out the original courses of the major drainage arroyos 
crossing FHV.  These are indicated by unbounded blue lines on the accompanying “Traffic Light Map.”  
Bridges and culverts are indicated by pairs of black chevrons, each opening away from the road.  Many of 
these bridges or culvert crossings have steep drop offs next to the roads.  Not all have safety railings and, 
in some cases, the boundary markers have broken away.  The culvert crossings along Warm Sands Drive 
and Warm Sands Trail are examples of these cases.  Although not strictly a pavement issue, many of 
these crossings have become fouled with wind/water borne trash.  The steepness of the drop offs has 
prevented residents from cleaning up these areas.  

Almost all these arroyos also serve as wildlife migraDon routes.  The resident mule deer, coyotes, and 
bobcats follow these historic vegetated trails as they move back and forth daily or with the seasons 
between the mountains and the permanent water sources within Tijeras Canyon.  Where roads cross 
these arroyos there is a danger of collision with one of these large animals.   Each year, a few deer and 
other animals are killed, residents hurt, and vehicles are damaged at these crossings.  The city has been 
diligent at puHng up new deer crossing signs during the last few years but several more crossing sites 
need to be marked. 

The largest and longest arroyo is the Four Hills Arroyo which runs across almost the enDre southern third 
of FHV. This arroyo drains an area that includes the Manzano-Four Hills Open Space, part of the Manzano 
Mountains, and much of the open wild areas of Kirtland Air Force Base.  Southeast of Wagon Train Road 
the wide arroyo is natural and full of vegetaDon, but in a long secDon north of Wagon Train Road it is a 
wide concrete channel with few curves to slow down the water flow rate during flooding.   Where the 
arroyo is wild, it needs brush clearing (tumble weeds, saplings etc.).  Where it is paved with concrete, 
some of the panels have cracked and/or have come loose.  Making repair work requests within the 
unincorporated “Excluded Acreage” block (shown in hachured light brown shading on the “Traffic Light 
Map”) has been difficult because there is no clear understanding of which government agency is 
responsible for arroyo maintenance there.  

The Canyon Club, in the center of FHV, has modified most of the land within its boundaries and has 
largely eradicated the original configuraDon of the drainage arroyos.  However, it does remain a major 
water catchment site and maintains its regional dip to the northwest.  As a result, several of the original 
arroyo gullies around the northern and western edges of the golf course sDll receive significant water off 
the golf course during storm events.  These flood waters cross over and under many of the roads on the 
northern and western sides of Four Hills Village.  Several roads, including Via Posada, Raton Avenue, 
Running Water Circle and Lamp Post Lane were either enDrely or parDally located within some of these 
arroyos.  RelaDvely frequent road flooding has resulted in addiDonal damage to the asphalt of these 
roads.  
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Four Hills Village Emergency Exit Gates Status 

As part of my mapping rouDne, I checked all the potenDal emergency exits from FHV.  There are five 
potenDal exits. They are indicated on the “Traffic Light Map” by orange chevrons facing outward posted 
along the northern and western edges of FHV.  Only two, Calle Verde and Rio Arriba Avenue, are in 
reasonable shape for driving through.  The Via Posada exit road is gravel and both the gate and the road 
are choked by large weeds.  The MarDngale Lane/Winterwood Way connecDng dirt road is badly rumed 
and blocked by permanent barriers that do not open.   The Raton Avenue exit gate is blocked by a tall 
asphalt-coated berm on the far side of the gate.  This berm is tall enough that it could high-center long 
wheel base vehicles (firetrucks etc.).  The only lock that had an idenDfying owner on it belonged to the 
Albuquerque Fire Department.  No emergency contact numbers were posted on any of the gates.   

The importance of having ready access to these gates was highlighted by the near approach of the 
Carnuel/Tijeras Canyon brush/forest fire that occurred on June 16, 2022.   The resultant closures of Rt. 
66 and I-40 caused a backup of traffic that completely blocked the only open entrance to (and exit from) 
FHV, Four Hills Road.  The traffic jams around Central Avenue, Juan Tabo Boulevard, and Tramway 
Boulevard lasted for over four hours, with the residents of FHV unable to leave or enter the community 
during that Dme.  The Four Hills Village AssociaDon has requested keys for these gates against the 
potenDal event of similar future catastrophes and resulDng traffic jams that could block access for city 
officials to open these gates.  

FHV is in a situaDon very similar to that of the community of Superior, Colorado, which was destroyed by 
a forest fire triggered in the adjacent Open Space in January 2022.   Like Superior, FHV is directly up 
against the wild areas of Open Spaces and Kirtland Air Force Base on three sides, with only one way in 
and out and it has only two-lane roads that wind complexly through the hills.   Fire danger is further 
enhanced by the wind-channeling effect of adjacent Tijeras Canyon. 

Discussion 

Based on my mapping, my findings are that, especially along the very steep secDons, the asphalt has 
basically delaminated from the underlying soil.  40-60+ years ago, when these roads were paved, the 
builders did not prep the soil surfaces with road metal or any other sub-pavement drainage surfaces 
before paving.  Where the roads crossed the smaller original drainages, the contractors appear to have 
pushed addiDonal soil into the stream beds without the use of culverts or road bed reinforcement.  The 
road asphalt was put directly on the soq romen granite and its erosional gravel (called “grus”), on sand 
and clay, and, occasionally, over small seasonal springs.   

All the natural soil slopes on the east side of Albuquerque are inherently unstable.  This is because the 
unconsolidated surface sands, gravels, and clays of the mountain front alluvial fans are being pulled 
downslope by gravity in a moDon that geologists and soil engineers call “soil creep.”   If you look around 
in FHV, you will noDce older cement brick fences are broken, and poles and trees lean down slope.  This 
soil creep does not occur at a constant rate either laterally, by depth, or over Dme.  The slow, but 
inexorable, movement of soil downslope puts tremendous stain on the old pipes that consDtute the FHV 
sewer system and the water system.  The strain on the pipes builds over Dme and the pipes crack and 
break when the design stress/strain parameters are exceeded, releasing water and liquid sewage into the 
soil around the break.  These liquids then work their way outward laterally and verDcally in the soils 
supporDng our roads.  Such a leak may not be detected for months or even years.  The leaking fluids can 
dissolve out caviDes in the soil which ulDmately collapse, causing structural failure and subsidence to the 
road or sidewalk above it.  These sites are labeled with “C,” indicaDng a “collapse feature” on the 
accompanying “Traffic Light Map.”  
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Combined with soil creep, another type of road failure occurs where the asphalt along the steeper 
hillsides has lost contact with the soil beneath and become delaminated.  These freed secDons of asphalt 
have started to crack and tear as they slowly slide downhill in sheets.  The cracks are worst in areas 
where the angle of slope changes, puHng even more strain on the old road asphalt.  AddiDonal cracking 
and tearing occurs where the asphalt sheets have started to buckle into swales and dips.  If you walk 
along our roads, either early in the morning or at sunset, the sun’s low angle creates long shadows that 
make these ridges swales easy to see.  This process has been tearing the asphalt along numerous long 
cracks that both cross the width of the road and run up the center line where the different stages of 
paving did not produce a secure bond (Photo A).  Cracking and resultant potholes are also very common 
where roads join in intersecDons.  I think the differing ages and/or makeup of the asphalts used in the 
street paving events produced weak contact bonds between the two different batches of asphalt (Photo 
B).  Possibly the strain caused by slippage of the delaminated asphalt sheets and soil creep opened these 
incomplete “joins” and produced addiDonal failure zones.  Water seepage along these cracks has 
worsened these failure points.  

 
Photo A: Cracks in asphalt running across width and length of road at 
the top of Warm Sands Trail near its intersecDon with Maverick Trail.  
Note addiDonal cracks produced by the se[ling of the sewer access 
cap. 
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Photo B: Cracks developed along the intersecDon of Warm Sands Drive and 
Stagecoach Road.  Note the development of collapse feature (and an 
a[empted repair with newer asphalt) and the beginning of a pothole where 
the asphalt has broken out along the polygonal cracks.   Also note the grass 
growing in the street - a common sight in the neighborhood. 

These cracks or “tears” are commonly one-half inch to three inches wide, but in places are wider than 
five inches.  The cracks extend all the way through the asphalt and the underlying soil can be seen in 
some places while in other areas numerous weeds and grasses fill in the cracks.  The rate of destrucDon 
of the older asphalt roads seems to be increasing.  When you walk along the roads you can see where 
the city has tried to repair the cracks with tar.  Now, parDcularly on the northern and eastern sides of 
FHV, there is separaDon on both sides of these “tar repairs,” oqen, with the new tears on each side of 
the old repair equal or greater in width to the original tar filling (Photo C). 

 
Photo C: A 1- to 2-inch-wide crack with tar repair on upper Maverick Trail, 
near Stagecoach Road its intersecDon.  Newly opened cracks (filled with sand) 
exceed the width of the tar repair in many secDons. 
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Besides natural soil creep shiqing our roads, over the years, rainfall and flooding have also eroded the 
soil under the asphalt in FHV.  Rain and flood waters seep into the open cracks in the road asphalt and 
erode the soil just below the asphalt, separaDng it from the underlying soil and allowing the 
unsupported asphalt to tear and collapse.  Where the road has collapsed you will see sags in the road 
with orthogonal, hexagonal, or curvilinear fracture cracks in the asphalt.  In these collapsed areas it is 
common for chunks of asphalt to come loose, creaDng potholes.  Many of these collapsed zones have 
also subsided, or sunk, below road grade (Photo D).   

 
Photo D:  A collapse structure with curvilinear polygonal cracks located at the 
top of MarDngale Lane where it intersects Warm Sands Drive.   Also note the 
presence of large cracks crossing the road on both MarDngale Lane and on 
Warm Sands Drive.  These large cracks had previously been “sealed” with tar 
that is now separaDng from the asphalt. 

The roads within FHV have been torn up and patched extensively over Dme.  Some secDons of road are 
virtually quilts of small patches of pavement repairs overlapping each other.  Each repair further weakens 
the road.  Within the FHV limits, where a burst water or sewer line has been excavated (a large hole 
typically six to eight feet deep and six by twelve feet wide), the repair work and repaving oqen does not 
conDnue out far enough to fully include the areas where the underlying soil has been eroded out from 
under the asphalt and further cracking develops.  
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AddiDonal Thoughts on Parking, Pedestrian Safety, Speed Signage, and the Sequencing of 
Under Road Repairs vs. Repaving 

FHV is lucky to have both a city park (Barsis-Four Hills Park) and immediate access to four Open Spaces 
(Manzano-Four Hills, Route 66/Limle Beavertown, Logan Ranch, and Via Posada Open Spaces).  Parking is 
a major issue at all these public areas and soluDons to these issues should be considered before 
designing a repaving program for the neighborhood. The Barsis-Four Hills Park has no parking spaces on 
the Elizabeth Lane entrance and only two spaces that are both marked for handicap parking at the 
Stagecoach Road/Running Water entrance.  InteresDngly there is a “No Parking Private Drive” sign along 
this entrance.  Perhaps only the space in front of the private drive gate needs to be protected and the 
rest of the lane could be opened for public parking. 

Logan Ranch and Route 66/Limle Beavertown Open Spaces are formally entered from their northern 
sides.  There are informal trails from FHV into these areas.  ConsideraDon should be given to providing 
formal access and parking from the FHV side.  Via Posada Open Space has a formal gated entrance from 
FHV along Via Posada but no parking area.  Manzano-Four Hills Open Space has three formal entrances, 
two of which, La Tuna Place, and La Cabra Drive, are located on cul-de-sacs where parking is available.  
However, the primary Manzano - Four Hills Open Space entrance is at the end of the eastern arm 
Stagecoach Road and it has no parking space.  Stagecoach Road terminates at the Open Space entrance 
and visitors are forced to park in front of homes.  ParDcularly on weekends, this makes homeowners’ 
access to their driveways difficult.  

FHV is a very mature neighborhood with relaDvely thick vegetaDon and complexly winding roads, most 
with no sidewalks.  The safety of pedestrians and bicyclists could be improved by trimming back 
vegetaDon along the major roads, and marking blind curves or hills with pedestrian/bicycle warning signs 
so divers are more aware of the possible dangers ahead.  An area that needs parDcular amenDon is along 
the eastern arm of Stagecoach Road which has many blind turns and is used extensively by pedestrians 
and bicyclists headed back and forth to the Manzano – Four Hills Open Space.   

Many of the city-owned speed limit signs have disappeared over Dme and need replacing.  More are 
needed.  There are two permanent radar speed signs within FHV.  One is on the western arm of 
Stagecoach Road west of the “Stagecoach Road/Four Hills Road “Y” and the other is located at the Four 
Hills Road Canyon Club entrance on the eastern arm of Stagecoach Road.  Perhaps consideraDon should 
be given to installing other permanent radar speed signs along the eastern and southern parts of the 
major access streets prior to paving. 

Finally, the city is currently in the process of surveying the pipelines and The NM Gas company is carrying 
out significant pipeline repairs beneath roads on the southern side of the neighborhood. (Cuatro Cerros 
Trail and Catron Avenue).  There is no posDng of plans for totally repaving these badly torn up roads.  
There have been numerous pipeline rupture repairs and/or old pipeline replacements made all over FHV.  
Before any paving program is considered, it would behoove the city, county, and private uDlity 
companies to review plans for future pipeline repairs prior to either repaving or re-striping the roads - so 
new paving work would not have to be torn up causing a significant loss of tax funds. 

Results of 11/20/2022 FHVA Board MeeDng with City and State Officials.  

In the light of the probable availability of new federal infrastructure funds and the upcoming NM 2023 
legislaDve session, the FHVA board decided to make an appeal to the city, county, and state governments 
for funds to repair selected roads and infrastructure within FHV.  On Sunday, November 20, three FHVA 
board members; Andrew Lipman, Board President, Steve Brugge, Past Board President, and Rusty Goetz, 
Director Parks and Open Spaces, met with Meredith Dixon, our state representaDve for District 20, Renee 
Grout, our city council member for District 9, Rachel Miller, Councilor Grout’s policy analyst, and Jennifer 
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Morrow, Deputy Director of the Albuquerque Department of Municipal Development (DMD), who was 
invited by Councilor Grout.   

All the invitees were provided with both digital and hard copies of the survey report on the pavement 
condiDons in FHV.  The board members walked everyone through the data included within the report to 
support the FHVA’s request to have major repaving on approximately 5.5 miles of roads (indicated by red 
and orange on the Traffic Light Map), along with pothole repairs and maintenance repairs made on the 
other approximately 16.5 miles of roads within FHV.  They also presented the board’s request to have the 
five gated emergency exits (parDcularly those that open out to Juan Tabo Blvd.) serviced so that traffic 
could pass through them and proper safety signage installed on the gates so that the correct authoriDes 
with keys could be contacted to open the gates during an emergency.  This request was a repeat of a 
prior board request for repairs and a set of gate keys to be held within FHV due to probable traffic 
gridlock condiDons blocking city officials from accessing the gates from outside of FHV. 

The board also raised several related construcDon issues for consideraDon.  These included the lack of 
public parking for city-owned Park and Open Spaces, pedestrian safety, speed signage types and 
locaDons, and the sequencing of under road repairs vs. repaving. 

Following the FHVA board presentaDon and discussion, Jennifer Morrow P.E., who has just recently 
joined the Albuquerque DMD from the City of Corrales DMD, distributed maps showing how 
Albuquerque DMD currently understands the quality of roads within FHV.  The DMD map (see below) 
was produced using data supplied a consultant, Roadway Asset Services (RAS), which has been hired by 
the city to evaluate all the roads within Albuquerque city limits on a consistent basis in order to allow 
equal consideraDon for repair work in all areas of the city.   RAS uses a truck-mounted radiographic 
survey system and their proprietary modeling to produce these maps.  A sweep of all roads in 
Albuquerque is completed every five years. 

Like the map included in this report, RAS used a traffic light color code and used five rankings of quality 
for paved roads.  The DMD map is generally very similar to the “Traffic Light” map in this report.  
However, it is not as detailed nor does it break out the cul-de-sacs, even though in most cases they are in 
significantly worse condiDon than the roads.  There are some other differences.  Some roads shown as 
Very Bad on this report’s  “Traffic Light” map, the RAS model esDmates to be Fair, and vice versa, some 
areas that are indicated as Good on this report map, the RAS data shows as Fair.  Overall, the DMD map 
shows the bulk of roads within FHV to be of Fair quality (the middle ranking) with a significant porDon 
rated as Poor.  Very few secDons of road were rated as Good, one road was rated Very Poor, and no roads 
were rated as Very Good.     

Ms. Morrow explained that FHV is currently posiDoned with in the middle ranking of neighborhoods 
needing significant road repairs.  The DMD has been holding back on some repairs because FHV is on a 
“five-year watch list” for major repaving.  This will involve milling down each street’s upper two inches of 
asphalt prior to applying a new asphalt surface.  She went onto explain that, except for catastrophic road 
failures, equipment and manpower mobilizaDon and demobilizaDon costs associated with this effort 
forbid the city to repair isolated road secDons.  Instead, based on their best informaDon, DMD selects a 
secDon of neighborhood streets to all be repaved at the same Dme. Once these are nearly completed, 
another area is chosen and the process is repeated.  She also explained, that if the DMD is apporDoned 
addiDonal funding, it will be first applied to the very worst areas within the city overall.  However, 
addiDonal funding would in turn shorten the list of communiDes needing repairs, which in turn would 
shorten the wait Dme for repaving in FHV.  It is a moving target. 
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DMD Map: City of Albuquerque DMD Map of Pavement CondiDons in Four 
Hills Village using Contractor, Roadway Asset Services (RAS) Data 

When asked about the Dming of compleDng subsurface uDlity repairs prior repaving, Ms. Morrow told 
the group that, unfortunately, Albuquerque DMD does not have direct contact/control with the 
subsurface uDlity owners.  The Albuquerque Water Authority (ABCWUA) controls the watermain and 
sewer repairs while PNM and NM Gas Co. are responsible for repairs on that infrastructure.  The NM Gas 
Co. is responsible for the current excavaDons on Catron Ave.  

There was then a discussion on how to possibly capture addiDonal funding that might be used to 
jumpstart repairs or repaving of the worst stretches of road within FHV.  Councilor Grout and 
RepresentaDve Dixon agreed that they would work together to find as much funding as they could for 
their districts including FHV.  

Following this discussion, Council Grout and RepresentaDve Dixon asked the board members how we 
would now rank our requests.  The board members agreed that the emergency gate repairs, signage and 
keys would sDll be our priority (buying a good set of bolt cumers and/or or a cordless angle grinder might 
be included if we could not get keys).  Second, we asked to have public parking at the Running Water Rd 
entrance of Barsis - Four Hills Park reexamined and see if more parking could be added or if the “no 
parking” signage could be limited to just in front of the private drive gate.  Ms. Morrow agreed to send 
out one of her staff to look over the situaDon and see what could be done.  Last, given the probable 
years-long delays in repaving, we asked that DMD repair the more significant potholes, whose locaDons 
are shown on the report map, and possibly replace missing speed limit signs and add new bike and 
pedestrian safety signs where they would help the most.   
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Conclusion 

The FHVA board recognizes that traffic calming is an issue of great importance to the residents of FHV, 
especially to those who live along our major streets.  The goal of this report is not to delay 
implementaDon of appropriate measures, but, instead, to ensure that whatever measures are taken 
involve long-term soluDons, rather than projects that will have to be torn up and replaced with the next 
few years.  Coincidentally, as this report was being finalized, yet another water main broke in FHV.   

The FHVA board will conDnue to work with DMD, ABCWUA, and with our city, state, and if needed, 
federal officials to improve road condiDons in Four Hills Village. 

Lisa “Rusty” Goetz 
802 MarDngale Ln SE 
Albuquerque, NM 87123 
  
rustygoetz@comcast.net 
c. 281-705-8396 
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